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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY

VOLUME 5.
officers who will protect the governed
against injustice on toe part of individuals or corporations.
Mr. Maltbie's Review.
British Gas
Lighting.
The gas plants examined by the
Investigating Committee of the Commission were those conducted by the
municipalities of Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester and Leicster, and
by private companies at Sheffield, the
Newcastle and Gateshead Company,
and the South Metropolitan Company
of London. On the important subject,
of maintenance of plants, etc., Mr.

ON PUBLIC

UTILITIES

REPORT OF EXPERTS OF THE NA MalGbie says that during last year every municipality set aside out of earnTIONAL CIVIC FEDERATION
ing a larger total to maintain or exCOMMISSION ON MUNICItend the plant or wipe out indebtedPAL OWNERSHIP.
ness than did any. private company.
As to the price of gas to the consumer, Mr. Maltbie points out that the
private company at Sheffield is able
g
to buy good gas and
coal
at a lower price than any other company or municipality and finds a marDIVIDED IN OPINION
ket for its coke at its very door in
which it receives more per ton than
any other undertaking save one; and
that it sold its
for more
than the cost of its coal, oil and other
supplies, making profit thereon of 2.13d
per thousand cubic feet of gas sold
After Reviewing the Operation of Mu- No other undertaking was so fortunicipal Ownership
Plants as Com- nate, ' and a comparison as regards
pared with Private Plants in Eng- pricesanyand costs between Sheffield
other plant not so well sitland, the Experts Submit Two Re- and
uated would be misleading and unports, One For, One Against.
fair.
In order to reduce the undertakings
to a fair basis of comparison, says
Mr. Maltbie, suppose we assume that
the residuals paid the cost of gas
materials in every plant. To determine what the price of gas would
New York, July 18. Municipal op- have
been under equal conditions, it
eration of public utilities in Great
necessary to subtract the net cost
Britain, as observed by a committee is
the coal from the average price at
tjf experts sent abroad last year by of
gas was sold during the year
the National Civic Federation, is which
has
It
been pointed out that
treated at length in a series of re- certain already
deductions should also be
views ty members of the committee, made to equalize
for maintewhich "ere made public today. These nance, rates and charges
taxes, contributions
reviews of the experts' reports, written by Mik) R. Maltbie, Walton Clark, to the public funds, etc. Making these
of the United Gas Im- deductions, it is found that the averprovement Company of Philadelphia, age price at which gas could have
and Charles L. Edgar, President of the been sold by the municipal plants
Edison Electric and Illuminating Com- would have been 16.84d. per thousand
and the private companies 21.31d
pany of Boston, are divided in opinion feet
provided
that residuals 'had just paid
to
undertakings
success
as
the
of the
gas materials, that the same
as a whole. Mr. Maltbie, is one of for
(7.50d. per thousand)
had
"the members of the newly created amountspent
by each plant for maintebeen
Public Service Commission for Great- nance,
and taxes, that
er New York. This body has the wid- nothing depreciation paid
to relieve taxhad been
est powers and the great responsibiand that all plants were on an
lities of any commission to which the ation,
regards.
regulation of corporations has been en equality In theseexpenses
there is not
In operating
trusted, up to this time, in the United much
difference 'between the munici
States. Mr. Maltbie spent six months pal
and private plants, the differencin Great Britain supervising toe work
es in expenses being confined to inter
of the expert accountants and engi- est,
dividends and credit balance, and
neers. He &.ys that municipal operthese items he finds the municipali
ation of public utilities in Great Brit- in
in that their charges
ain has passed the experimental stage ties superior
He declares that the gas and electric therefor average 3.31d. per thousand,
companies' expendi
plants operated Iby municipalities, while the private
for the same purpose average
generally give a superior service at a tures
3
2
7.53d.
or
times as much. This
relatively lower cost, as compared
with the privately owned companies. condition he finds to be due to the
rate of interest and profit, and
This condition ?e finds to be due prin higher
cipally to the higher rate of interest the greater amount ot liabilities of
and profit and the greater amount of the private plant.
liabilities of the private companies.
Character of Service.
By far the most interesting part of
Price without regard to quality, is
Mr. Maltbie's conclusion, however, is a tale half told, says Mr. Maltbie, and
that actual ownership and operation the most important element in quality
Is not necessary for the success of the is continuity of supply. All of the
municipal ownersnip idea. He says undertakings examined, he sets forth,
that the power to operate, if necessary have a good record in this respect.
or desirable, in many instances, has and barring the few accidents, which
been as effective as actual operation
happen in all plants, gas has been
that the mere fact that a city has the
continuously furnished, both by the
power to step in and operate an un-- companies and the cities. He finds
dertaking itself often makes the exer- - however, that the municipalities are
cise of this power unnecessary. "It better prepared to furnish an uninter-ha- s
been found in Great Britain that rupted supply during a strike than the
no system of control or regulation is private companies for these have
without the power in the j buretted water gas plants, with a
of the municipalities to pur- - parity equal to about
of
chase and operate," says Mr. Maltbie. ' the entire capacity, whereas only one
"If one company may be succeeded on private company has a water gas
ly by another or only hedged about plant and it cannot produce more than
by restrictions, there come times one-tent-h
The
of the total output..
when action, not repression, is want- - quality of the gas itself, that is Its
remedy
is adequate .cande poWer, Mr. Maltbie finds to be
ed, and then no
unless it be the power of tie city to- superior in the municipal plants
in and operate the undertaking it- j cording to the official reports. Tbe
self. But the mere fact that it has charge was made, however, that the
the power often makes its exercise un- - tests were not fair, in that the
and what the Britisher de- -' cipalities tested their own gas, while
sires is not the universal adoption of that of the companies was tested by
some method of producing results, but an official examiner not connected
with the companies. Mr. Maltbie dethe results themselves.
clares, however, that Investigation
"In the following analysis of the re- showed
that so far as the independ
sults of public and private manageand reliability and accuracy of
ment it should be borne in mind that ence persons
making the tests of cansuch a comparison is not a compari- the
son of municipal with private opera- dle power are concerned there is no
companies and
tion subject to no restraining force, difference between theexcept
possibly
municipalities,
bat with private operation under sys- the
and there the allowance
tems of regulation which are claimed Leicester, very
small.
to be the best which have yet been would be
Operating Efficiency.
devised In Great Britain and with primunicipal
plants Mr. Maltbie
The
vate management that has been chasfound to be conducted with greater
tened and bettered by the fear of pub- efficiency
than the private undertaklic condemnation, by the restrain of
gas
government regulation and the possi- ings. Thus, in the municipal
and
Thus the plants, the loss due to leakage
bility of municipalization.
cent,
per
of
low price at which gas is supplied by gas used at work was 6.95
gas made and the companies 8.17
the Sheffield company Is largely the the
per
of
amount
per
mile
cent.
The
result of the avowed determination of
cubic feet for
the men in control to head off munici- mains was 359 thousand
municipalities
and 489 thousand cu
all
palization. If municipal operation had
not been a possible alternative loom- bic feet for all companies, a still great
ing above the horizon. It is likely that er difference, which is due again to
even now the consumers would
be the larger number of miles of. mains
paying very much higher rates; and which the municipalities have. The
all the municipalithe present low rates so far as they difference betweencompanies
is more
are due to the desire to prevent muni- ties and all the
four
cipal operation should be counted as than the difference (between the
municipalities and the three companone of its indirect results."
The reasons that have lead to Brit- ies a fact which goes to show that
exish municipalization, Mr. Maltbie finds the municipal plants selected foronly
are many. First among them, altho tensive examination are not theoperanot the most general nor the most im- good instances .of municipal
,
portant, is the desire to secure for tion.
Progress.
the public the financial profits of the
progress
and the introDiscussing
undertakings. Second, there Is the de
Mr. Maltsire to keep the city from being mulc- duction of new inventions,
is that the municipal plants
ted by a private company and third, bie's viewmodern,
as efficient, and as
the general demand for better service are as
as the company unfully
at lower rates. He mentions also, a dertakings.
It has also been sapwn, he
fourth cause, which has played a promunicipal plants
minent part in the United States, and declares. that the viewed
from the
which Is not unknown in Great Britain yield good results,
namely, opposition of privately oper- - j standpoint of operating efficiency. He
gives It as his opinion that the
ated public utilities companies to the ! also
encouragement given to the produc- tr tim .itr a ft fst opera-- . "on
nihm
ew inventions and the discov-tlo- n
een the belief that municipal
de
of , ery of new processes by a probable
would permit the
public services In a way that la not ;mand tor them, is certainly as great
as
municipal
operation
under
possible where different services are under
private management, for If municipal- operated by private companies.
im
Messrs. Edgar and Clark, favor some ities are as free and eager to adopt
form of regulation of private com pan- - proved methods and Inventions aa we
ies rather than the adoption of the nave seen uem to o. mem win
iminMmi mnanhin idAa ThT rfn. reat a demand a where private com
are In complete control of
clare It to be plainly proven that ma- - panlee
also the muni
ownersh'p is productive ot ma Wo utilities. Indirectly,
encouraged Inventive
jiy and serious ills with little or no cipalitiesby have
taking the sasne position
compensating good. They iiold that renins
by the best com
t'ie solution of present difficulties is , that has been adopted
engineer
to fee found not in municipal owner-- 1 P&nies. For example, the
the Leicester works, Mr. Colson,
thi!r: and operation
of, tbe public nUli-o- f I
,
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ANOTHER BUNCH OF
GANG LIES NAILED

NUMBER IIS

18 1907

of the public treasury by legislative
or other trickery.
No, Mr. Editor, I have no notion
of leaving the deck until the breakers are astern, and the ship of state
is heading for the open sea.
J. J. HAGERMAN.

Look out for the date, July 24, 1907.
In your town the ladies of the C. M.
E. church of this city are preparing
Statements have recently been published in the old gang newspapers to
have everything good to "eat. They
Hagerman
at the other end of the Territory, to the effect that Mr. J. J.
are
going to have one of the grandest
wa's busily engaged in selling out his interests in this Territory, for the
ever
chicken and turkey dinners
purpose of shaking the dust of New Mexico from his feet.
known in the history of Roswell. The
No doubt the published statement was but the offspring of the private funds will go to help purchase a lot
wish, and the- individuals who circulated this statement and caused It to for 'ae Colored Masonic lodge. Evbe published, hoped they were telling the truth.
erybody come and eat dinner with
The Record, however, being located near the scene of Mr. Hagerman's them. Put your hand in your pocket
activities, and in the valley in which he has spent so much hard earned and help. Don't forget the place, on
money, and which he has done so much to redeem and transform from a the court house lawn, July 24.
18t3th-s-m- .
wilderness to the most prosperous and ibest developed section of the Great
Southwest, wanted these lies nailed down and the truth told. With this
purpose in view, the management requested Mr. Hagerman to give the GOV. CURRY MAY BE
IN ROSWELL SUNDAY.
Record a statement concerning his plana for the future. This statement
j
Late yesterday afternoon,
follows:
Mr. E. A. Cahoon received a
With that running as of yore, no matEditor of the Record:
telegram from Captain Curry
ng ter how faithfully he may be doing
The Albuquerque
Citizen (a
at San Francisco. The message
a his duty, before he knows
newspaper)
published
recently
stated that he had just land- wrong,
is going
statement that I jad determined to
his authority
ed there and would leave today
sell all I own in the Pecos Valley, and his reputation will be undermin(Thursday) for Roswell, com- and leave New Mexico, the inference ed, and his head may (be In the sawing by way of El Paso. Should
being that I will allow myself to be dust. History always has a tendency
Captain Curry come straight
practically driven out of the Terri- to repeat itself.
through making connections
tory.
To put it all in a nutshell, good or
all tb i way, and come up over
You ask me whether this statement bad government will depend In the
the jSI Paso & Southwestern
is true or not, and what I have to future, as ifc has in the past, very
and over by the auto, he ffi
say about it. It is no wonder that largely on the President of the United
would arrive in Roswell on
some people can easily believe that States. Not wholly, but to such an
Sunday. It is not known, how- I would like to leave New Mexico, extent that it is impossible without
ever, whether or not he will
and never set foot In it again. The his hearty, continuous and wise supcome directly on.
liar who invented the yarn probably port of, and confidence in the Goverhad that in mind, and thought its nor, so long as he is DOING RIGHT.
probability would make it easily be- In doing his duty, the true interests
NOTICE.
lieved, and in that way do the most of the people will inevitably be the
All citizens are requested
harm. If I thought the reputation as- first consideration, and the machine
to meet with the Mayor and
sassins, who sent the lying yarn to will be left to take care of Itself.
City Council "at the Council
the president about my land transacI wonder how many people really
tonight at eight
chamber
tions, which came in so handy when understand what a handicap the gang
o'clock to determine on the
he was looking for a club, were to be of freebooters, who now" seem to be
character of the reception to
long on top, I would want to get out. on top, are to New Mexico from a
be given to Governor Curry, 2j
But I have an abiding faith that they purely business point of view.
3 who is expected to reach Ros- are twisting the rope with which they
Since 1889 I have furnished or raiswell early next week.
will soon hang themselves, and I in- ed the money to build the 389 miles
S
J. W. STOCKARD, Mayor.
tend to be here at the hanging.
of railroad between Pecos and Ama-rillo- ,
FRED' J. BECK, City Clerk.
Most emphatically
the statement
Texas, and through the Pecos
is false. I am selling some of my land Valley. Also to build the largest pri&
in small tracts to people who will im- vate irrigation works in the United 5
prove it, and who, I believe, will be States, and for many other useful
Tonight.
good citizens and good neighbors, but things, all absolutely
necessary to
Remember the ice cream social this
the statement that I am trying to sell the development of this Valley, cost- evening given by Class No. 6 of the
all I own and desert the Territory, ing as much as $12,000,000 in all. It Christian church Sv.nday school, on
is false. I have no intention of leaving was raised a step at a time, covering, the court house lawn.
It
here, but Intend to remain and do my all told, a period of ten years, ending
duty, as I see it, to the end.
in 1899. The difficulties of it and the
Notice.
No doubt the crowd of shysters who obstacles to be overcome can never
The ladies cr the Baptist church
control the "organization" of the dom be told, and it never could have been will serve ice cream and cake tomorinant political party at the present done at all if I had not been able row evening, beginning at 6 o'clock,
time would be glad to see me, or any and willing to take the lead in every on the lawn of Dr. Veal's residence.
other man who opposes them, driven new scheme to raise money, by put- corner 5th and Richardson ave. . It
out of New Mexico. I believe it is a ting in my own money. Positively the
Big Oil Strike in Utah.
fact that they 'vould rather see this greatest obstacle encountered in raisLos Angeles, Cal., July 18. The
whole Pecos Va.ley region the unin- ing the money was the terrible repu
habited waste it was seventeen years tation of our Territorial government, news of a Ibig oil strike in Washingago, with no one here to oppose and the reluctance of capitalists to ton county, Utah, on the line of the
them, than to see .t what it is, but risk their money under our jumble Salt Lake and San Pedro road, has
filled with men, both Democrats and of bad laws, and ibad territorial leg reached the city. It is reported that
Republicans, who oppose them almost islatures. Many a time I have been the new field, which is in tbe Virgin
to the last man. It is true that a ma turned down for no other reason. I River Valley, is ex' nsive and the dejority of the voters here are Demo- had induced some New York capital- posits heavy.
crats, but there are many Republi ists to subscribe
$1,000,000 to the
A local brokerage and commission
cans, and no matter to which party plan to raise money to extend the
they may belong, they condemn ut- railroad from Roswell 'Co Amarillo, company is endeavoring to sell Hall-woocash registers at $125.00. I wish
terly the methods of the men who con- but one of the firm happened to run
trolled our Territorial government for across a friend who owned some de- to announce that I will duplicate th'e
many years up to the inauguration of faulted bonds of a New Mexico coun- said cash register for $40.00
18t3
E. M. HOWARD,
Governor Hagerman, and who by lies, ty, and he told such a true story of
Cash Register Co.,
fraud and deception which would bad government, gang rule, bad laws Agent National
Shelby Hotel.
disgrace the evil one himself have and bad legislatures that they all
succeeded in capturing our govern backed out, and refused to subscribe
Dressmaker, to sew by
ment again, for the time being, at a dollar. When one set of prominent WANTED:
17t3
the day at 204 S. Ky.
financiers In New York turn down an
least.
Captain
whispered
gets
when
happen
around
will
enterprise,
it
What
Five Dollars Reward.
Curry becomes Governor, remains to and makes it much harder to do anybay mare, not branded.
large
For
be seen. It seems to me it will de- thing with others. The incident reOne-eyeEither strayed or stolen
pend very largely on the instructions ferred to cost me six months of hard from pasture 2
miles east of Ros- he gets from the President. He Is work, and a loss of probably $200,000, jvell. Apply to J. D. Smith, 700 N.
entitled to a fair chance to do the because I had to give much better Union, and receive reward.
12t6
best that is in him, and if he suc terms to get the $2,500,000 I was afadter.
ceeds in giving us a good clean
NOTICE.
ministration, free from graft and Our numerous efforts to secure
Having sold the Shelby Hotel to A.
humbug, he will find no warmer sup statehood have all been rejected,wi!or H. Otterbach, I am obliged to collect
porters than those who supported several reasons, some good and some ill outstanding accounts. Also parbad, but there was always one reason ties having bills against me, are reGovernor Hagerman.
But to give Captain Curry a fair which did us infinite harm, viz., our quested to bring them in.
t2.
chance. It seems to me the President bad territorial government, that is,
HARRY KERCH E VAL.
dirty gang rule. This incubus to our
should do several things.
He should instruct the new Gover- financial, moral, educational and poTO LOAN
nor not to allow himself to be con- litical progress will continue to curse
to
$2500.00 To Loan. Apply
trolled or influenced by Andrews, us until it is smashed.
Llewellyn, Bursum, Frost, Prichard,
In my opinion It is going to be Kellahin & Calfee
17t6
and others who control the rotten ma- smashed before long. In spite of the
and cruel things the
chine. If he is expected to work in
Beautiful home,
harmony with them, and at the same President has done in this New Mexi- FOR RENT:
time do his duty to the people, his co affair, I cannot help hoping that
furnished or unfurnished. 101
task will be an impossible one for he will learn the truth, and use his
South Penn. Ave.
any man to accomplish. The one con- vast power to help us to secure good
(be
guided
dition precedent to any reform is to government.
If he will
OIL, OIL, OIL.
get rid of the men who have made by truth when he learns it, and conIf you want good goods at honest
government a stink in sequently do us justice, that is all the prices, call np Phone 412 and ask our
our
wagon to deliver you our high-grad- e
the nostrils of every self respecting people of New Mexico ask or expect oil
or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
citizen of New Mexico for many years. from him.
us convince you.
Mr.
Valley
should
people
have
instruct
Pecos
of
the
The President
The
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO,
Independent Oil Refineries.
Curry to ally hlmSelf with, to work a very large financial interest In this
Phone 412
with, to take counsel with honest and question. Seventeen years ago the ter- 76-tcapable men wherever he finds them, ritory which is now Chaves county
Cheapest money to loan on
be they Republicans or Democrats, was a wilderness, with not more than
forgetting whether it is going to help 1,000 people widely scattered. It con- city and country property.
lOOtf
or harm the putrid old machine. This tributed very little money to the Ter- Woodruff & De Freest.
would Inevitably throw him in alli- ritorial treasury. It is now the first
ance with the very men or class of county in New Mexico financially, and
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
men who supported Governor Hager- in the " year ending June first, 1906,
(Local Report.)
man, and make the machine men his paid Into the Territorial treasury
Roswell. N. M-- , July 17. Temperabeing more than any other ture. Max., 89; min.. 65; mean, 77.
enemies. He must make his choice $46,746-15- ,
county paid. Every man who does bu- ' Precipitation. 00; wind N., velocity
between the two.
That whispering gallery established siness, who pays taxes; who digs the 2 miles; partly cloudy.
between Santa Fe and - Washington, soil in the hot sun, helps to support . Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
with a spy at one end and a political a lot of men who now control our
Fair tonight and Friday; stationatrap from the east at the other, must government, but whose only Interest ry temperature.
be discontinued, or Captain Curry in the people is to hoodwink them,
H. WRIGHT,
will never know where he stands. and get the last dollar possible oat
OfleUI fcs Charge.
--

g

d

d,

f.

that they had been plying
their trade, in the Bhape of fresh
sealskins. The Japanese embassy has
'.been notified by the state depart
ment, but as the case appears to be
an ordinary one of poaching, it is not
inciexpected that any diplomatic
dent will result.
dences

DEFENSE
RESTED

WILL DISCONTINUE THEIR
RETAIL GROCERY BUSINESS.
The jobbing business of Jaffa, Pra-ge- r
& Company having grown to such
CLOSED ITS CASE EARLY THIS
an extent that their present quarters
MORNING WITHOUT CALLING
are inadequate to conduct both a reA WITNESS IN
tail and wholesale grocery, and inasmuch as an exclusive jobbing house
has become a necessity in Roswell,
this enterprising firm has decided to
discontinue the retail grocery business on August 1st and will confine
to jobbing.
itself
ARGUMENTS
TOMORROW
No change will be made la the retail dry goods department, which will
be continued as heretofore.
BATTLE SHIP ACCIDENT
CAUSED BY "FLASHBACK."
Washington, July 18. The naval
court of inquiry In the case of the explosion upon the Georgia will find
that the accident resulted from a
"flash-back,- "
meaning that when the
gun was
reech of the eight-inchrown open after it was discharged
isome specks of burning cloth or
gas were driven Into the
Boise, Idaho, July 18. The exodus turrett and upon the powder about
of witnesses
iu attendance at the to be inserted for the next charge.
Haywood trial commenced in earnest
today. It is estimated that five hun- MANILA FORGER GETS
dred witnesses have been in town at
EIGHT YEARS IN PEN.
different times. Argument on the adManila, P. I., July 18. P. O. Mul-formissibility of certain evidence will
former cashier of the defunct
occupy much of today's session. It American Bank at Manila,- was today
is expected that the case will go to sentenced to imprisonment for eight
Che jury by next Wednesday evening years and ten months on conviction
Jr Thursday.
of having falsified notes purporting
, The defense in the Haywood case to be part of the assets of the bank.
rested immediately after court open-aRose-Years
this morning without calling a
Mr. Joseph E. Rose and Miss BerJudge Wood anin
nounced that toe opening argument tie E. Yeary were married yesterday
Jor the state to the jury would be evening at the residence of Rev. C.
James C. Hill at eight o'clock. Both parties
oiade tomorrow by Attorney
.3. Hawley. The jury was not brought are well and most favorably known
;n today. Besides the arguments as to in Roswell and are today receiving
;he admissibility of certain evidence the congratulations of many friends.
Jie consideration of instructions to They will make their home at the
je given the jury occupied considera- residence of the groom's father, I. B.
ble time. On this subject the Judge Rose.
.leard the views of opposing counsel,
Percy Evans arrived home today
'ho were requested to give their on
the auto from the northern part
opinions as to the materiality of
has- - been
showing the deportation ,- and of the Territory, where he
past
days,
ten
for
the
in
interest
the
employment of detectives by mine
of tbe Oliver Typewriter Co.
owners and citizens of Colorado.
Attorney Darrow was the first to
Monument to Young Estes.
speak today. After referring to the
Richmond, Va., July 18. Despite
by
the
state
latitude allowed the
the time that has passed since the ac
court, Darrow took up the Couer D' quittal of Judge Loving, the trial still
to be the principal topic of
continues
JUene troubles, saying that Haywood
conversation and Intense feeling has
an
member
obscure
at the time was
been engendered in many sections of
of a local union of the Federation of the state, threatening to result in a
.Vliners, many hundreds of miles from family feud. Thousands of people believe that young Theodore Estes was
he scene of disorder.
by
anocent of the assault enarged
As to the employment of detectives, Miss Loving, and a movement
has
on
by
women
toot
set
been
of
Nel
practithe
Darrow declared that most or
county to erect an elaborate and
cally all the testimony in the case son
expensive monument to the murdered
was secured by Pinkertons and that youth's memory. A considerable sum
it would be impossible to dissociate of money to has already been raised
them and their methods from the is- and funds will be collected throughout
insuring a costly memorial
sue. He said the defendant was com- the state, victim
for the
of Judge Loving's
of
charge
pelled in refutation of the
wrath.
Steunenberg to meet all
murdering
It is reported that a well known Vir
sorts and conditions of allegations. ginia writer, who was in attendance
,
Orch-lrdat
the trial, will use the famous trageThe state was allowed, through
as the basis of a novel.intended
to bring in something about an dy
to rehabilitate the character of young
llleged attempt to wreck a train, and Estes.
Other efforts to wipe out the
of course this defendant was held up blots of infamy that now besmirch the
memory
of Theodore Estes are being
is a guilty party. "Was it immateFriends of the dead boy have
rial for us to show that the attempt made.
secured affidavits from people who
was made by detectives in the
saw Estes and Miss Loving during the
of the railroad company and the ride when the latter says the drugged
I think liquor was given her and the assault
Association?
Mine Owners'
One young man testified
lot. Neither was it incompetent to committed.
that he followed the Buggy in which
.show that the men who perpetrated the couple were riding and was in
the crime merely wanted to create sight of them practically all of the
th3 impression or appearance of a time. Several similar affidavits have
rein wreck so as to trump up ano- been secured.
ther outrage against the Western Fed
Odd Fellows' Reunion.
oration of Miners."
Md., July 18. Odd FelBaltimore,
As to the Bradley explosion, DarMaryland
and surrounding
lows
of
argued that it was entirely comwill hold a big reunion tomorstates
petent to produce evidence that the
row at Cambridge, iwhen Governor
f;xploi;;on was caused by gas, and alWarfield, Mayor Mahool of Baltimore
so to show that the Vindicator inciand other prominent members of the
dent might have been an accident
order will be present and deliver adthiin an explosion by design.
dresses. A special session of the
Darrow spent some time discuss- grand lodge will be held tonight to con
ing and citing authorities as to the
degrees on candidates from state
materiality of the evidence showing fer
fodges.
will be run from,
threats a;ainst Steunenberg on the all over Excursions
the state, the steamer Annapart of Orchard. Darrow charged the
carry
explosion directly to polis having been chartered to CamIndependence
contingent
to
Baltimore
the
Detective sterling. He charged that bridge.
Pinkertons joined the unions and fostered riots and disorders. He closed
with a whirlv.lnd appeal for the right
against the
to show a conspiracy
Money to Loan.
Western Federation of Miners.
s
Senator Borah will reply to
I have several calls for loans in
ranging from $500 to $5,000.
argument this afternoon.
The Jury Not Brought In Today. Attorneys Argue as to the Admissibility of Certain Evidence in the Consideration of the Court's Instructions.
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WANTED
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Edward
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Cloudburst in Austria.
OARST B'LD'G.
Vienna, July 18 There was a terrible cloudburst here yesterday. The
Look Out For Our Wagon.
streets were flooded. It is said that
Our tank wagon is marked ' Indethe outlying suburbs of . Neweldogg pendent and is on the streets of Rosand well from 7 a. m.. until 6 p. m., each
were destroyed
and Hernald
and every day during working days.
there were many victims.
If you want to hit the Standard Oil
Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our
JAPANESE FISHING
wagon and try onr goods. We must
SEIZED.
SCHOONERS
have your support, both moral and
Washington,
July 18. The State real to live. If the consumers will act
Department has been informed that as they talk we will do the rest.'
REFINERY CO.
the revenue cutter Manning upon the THE SUPERIOR
Independent Refineries.
fifth Instant seized two Japanese fish
Phone 413.
ing schooners near the boat landing
See ns before baying your storage
L
within a mile of Seal Island off
Both vessels were fully equip- coal. F.'V. Trading Co., 'phone 412.
ped for sealing and there were eri- 7--
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Possibly Governor Curry will

con-

sider it worth while to retain the

Pe-

cos Valley as a part of New Mexico.

Politics in New Mexico appears to
be mainly a personal fight between
office hunters for the privilege of robbing the people.
While deliberating on the proposition to abolish war, why should the
peace conference worry about the
inviolability of property at sea.

El Paso business men seem to have
found a better way of annexing the
Pecos Valley to Texas. They will add
the valley to their trade territory by
railroad.
One of the first results of the Hague
conference is the abdication of the
Korean emperor with an apology to
Japan. However, this is not strictly
a peace movement.

Taft seems to prefer tbe monthly
magazines, to the Chautauqua platform for advertising. By and by he
will discover that It is the newspapers that make and break politicians.
When" politicians boast of driving
such men as J. J. Hagerman out of
the Territory it is time some of the
politicians were seat back to Pennsylvania, or shipped along with the
negro troops to the Philippines.
A member of the baseball team suggests that the talk of organizing a
league sounds
rather hollow in a
town that refuses even to permit the
local team to maintain a baseball enclosure.

The Record is heartily in favor of
the proposition to organize a Pecos
Valley press association, both for the
social benefits to be derived and for
the good that may be accomplished
by
in exploiting the resources and advantages of the richest
agricultural region in the world.
"Widows and other women depend
ent upon their own exertions for a
livelihood will find fine opportunities
in the Pecos Valley of New Mexico.
Owing to the warm and dry climate,
it is an outdoor country, and farm
work Is easily done. A few acres
planted in apples, pears or other or
chard fruits, with a garden added for
vegetables, and an open space for
poultry, will keep a family. An or
chard becomes productive in four or
five years, and the chickens and gar
den pay the first year. Five acres
are enough. The Earth.
Mr. Harrlman's declaration that "it
Is considered good politics now to .at
tack me," in answer to the charges
in the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
shows that the
Union Pacific president is not wholly
blind to the state of public sentiment.
His construction of the personality
of the attack is, however, entirely
in keeping with the egotism of the
Wall Street plunger. He is not able
to comprehend that the attack on
him is not a personal one. If Mr.
Harrlman alone constituted the menace to the public welfare, which Is
foreshadowed in the report of the
commissioners, the solution of the
"Harrlman situation" would Ibe quite
simple. But disposing of Harrlman
would aid but little in the correction
of present conditions. He is really the
most insignificant factor involved in
the problem. It is the system which
allows bo small an individual as Mr.
Harrlman to acquire such abnormal
power, .that the people are attempting to reform; and If that is not good
politics, Harrlman and those who are
WghervnpM will have to make the
best of it. Kansas City Times.
'

.

SHOWING THE CLOVEN HOOF.
From Albuquerque Journal.
la the Albuquerque Citizen of Wednesday evaning there was printed a
special dispatch from Santa Fe in

:

FINE

A
LOT OF

the freight depot and yards of the
railroad are 'matters not yet
ready for publication.
you some idea of what has
give
To
already been done toward the realiza
tion l Mr. Hill's plans, I will say
that the company has been organized
under the laws of the state of Oklahoma, the first morgage has been
delivered to the secretary of that state
and its bonds have been authorized.
The Union and Planters Bank and
Trust Company of Memphis, Tenn.
Is the trustee designated in the mortgage. Bonds to the amount of $6,250,-00- 0
have been subscribed and a deed
of trust executed to the trust company
as trustee, to finance the operations
on the Grand River and Lawton division, where construction is now under
way. The Southwestern Debenture
and Sales company of St. Louis is the
The contracts
subsidiary company.
for the building of the road are held
by the Oklahoma Southwestern Construction company.
"The company has extensive location surveys and rights of way thru
Oklahoma, and large concessions in
bonuses and townsite lands, and is
prepared to build a trunk line into El
Paso before the territory it traverses
can be adopted by any other line.
"The line, according to the present
survey, will open up one of the richest sections in the United States. It
penetrates the three great coal fields
in the Indian Territory, and also follows the oil and gas meridian and
strikes the richest deposits of cement
shale and finishing plaster in Oklahoma besides, traversing one of the rich
est undeveloped agricultural section
in the southwest."
A fact which seems to make it more
probaible that the new railway thru
El Paso will be extended to the Pacific coast is that the construction of
a railroad between San Diego, Cal.,
and Yuma, Ariz., is now under way,
the proposition being backed by the
Spreckles interests in San Francisco,
and it has been intimated that this is
to be a part of the proposed Lawton
'
air line.
new
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ads., under one dollar,
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in order to avoid the
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We have Just received a fine
lot of freeh candies by express.
we handle the best and fin eat
lot of coodiea oa the market
and always bava it tresh.

I!::;:::i's CiySfire

Program Tonight!
ALL
2
GOOD

.New.
Q
-

Pictures

FOR

SALE.-Skfflm- aa.

Land scrip.

W. G.
42tf

Songs

ONES

Including tha latest song hit

"Montana"
FOR SALE.

Mount Anna

Plenty of electric fans. Machine in charge of experienced
operator. No long waits, no delays.
Two shows at 8 and 9 p. m.

FOR SALE:
A fine horse and bugPayton Drug, Book &
which the reporter stated that Mr. J.
gy. Apply Kipling's Candy Store.
J. Hagerman, of Roswell, was prepar
09tf.
Stationery
Company.
ing to dispose of all his various and
FOR SALE:
One rotary and drop
valuable interests in the Pecos Val
Two doors North of Joyce-PruCo.
Austin well drilling machine. In
ley, and withdraw permanently from
THE COOL SHOW HOUSE
quire at Roswell Machine Shop. 16tf
New Mexico and the paper was unaFOR SALE:
Hotel furniture for 14-ble to conceal the delight with which
room hotel, complete. Inquire 407
it received the announcement that
N.' Mo.
aiHsaWBMalBHBBMaWHMBMMBHB5aEMBJ
one of the most progressive and enter- NEW DEAL IN RAILROAD
16tl0
TO THE PECOS VALLEY.
prising citizens New Mexico ever had
good
FOR SALE:
One
lot in the
El Paso is much interested in proswas about to be driven out of the ter- pects
new town of Elkins. A bargain. In
a
being built to the
ritory by a dishonorable gang of pol Pecos ofValleyrailroad
and is going after such
quire at Record office.
tf
a railroad in dead earnest and with
itical hysters. .
patentacres
640
good
SALE:
FOR
kind of push and work that will
The Morning Journal has frequently the
news
eventually win out. The
miles from Lake Ar
ed land 1
stated that it did not believe that the along this line is containedlatest
Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress, Pop- in the folthur, at $12, easy terms if desired.
gang 'cared a lowing article taken from the El Paso
Phone John R. Hodges, Artesia.
lar, Hickory, Lime, Cement, Plast-- r,
fig for the interests of the people of News of Tuesday:
13t6.
That El Paso is to have another
New Mexico, but simply made a preRoofing, Tarred Felt, Tar, Pitch,
line of railway was
tense of devotion to the public inter transcontinental
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
practically made a certainty yester
Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-la- c.
Posts,
open
woven
est as a disguise under which to get day
wire fence;
also
of
afternoon when a deal was closed
fence posts. Apply at Oasis ranch.
their hands into the public treasury transferring what was known as the
Wall Paper and Glass.
,
'phone 347.
for the benefit of their private pock- Bell franchise and terminal privileges
16tf
and Carlsbad, N. M., to the
ets. And anyone who has ever doubt- in this city
New four- FOR SALE OR RENT:
Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific Railed that statement will certainly have way company.
VALLEY LUMBER CO
room house on W. Bland street.
the last lingering doubt removed by
The deal was consummated in this
St. Jo. Market Reports.
Apply to W. M. Ferguson, 1302 N.
the fact that the gang and its tools city by E. A. Hill of Muskogee, I. T.,
South. St. Joseph, Mo., July 15.
Phone 175.
Ky. ave.
17t2
are gloating over the report that they general representative of the Kansas The deluge of rain last night causing
com&
City,
Railway
Lawton
Pacific
severe
fn
curtailwashouts
resulted
FOR SALE: One new high grade pi
have "made it so hot" for one of the pany,
and the officers of the El
ment of live stock today. Up to 2:30
ano, price $350. Leipzig felt Pohlmost valuable citizens New Mexico
Townsite and Development o'clock thece were nearly a hundred
man Steel during the dull season at
MI
ever had, that he is forced by his company. The latter company was cars back that should have arrived
$235 cash, or on easy payments.
to dispose of his holdings organized in this city last Friday and early today with no chance of their
on
Roswell
chartered under Lie laws of New- getting in before night.
Bernard Pos. Opposite P. O. OStf.
here and leave the territory and the was
Courare
A.
The
officers
Mexico.
were
about
The
of
cattle
arrivals
only wrong that he has been guilty chesne, president; W. T. Jenkins, first 2100 and only slightly below an aver- FOR SALE: Two town lots in the
of, to bring upon himself this perse
age Monday run, tout about half of
J. L. Bell, sy;ond
best residence district of Artesia.
W. H. Winters, secretary, these came from Texas, and arrived
cution and this expatriation, is that
Will Ibe sold at a bargain. Inquire
C.
Davis,
treasurer.
was
flood.
W.
ahead
The
the
market
of
anl
he has a son who was for some time
at Record office.
tf
The history of the Bell franchise in good active condition, and would
governor of the territory, and as such
well known to El Paso people as readily have absorbed a full opening FOR SALE: One excellent Wheelock
Best reached by direct connections with
A. T. & 8. F..
governor endeavored to put the man- is
Some good 1325 pound
Col. J. L. Bell, the well known rail- day supply.
piano, price $375 a bargain at $125
Be sure your ticket reads
agement of public affairs throughout road promoter, has been in this city Kansas steers sold up to $6.75, a good
price for the quality, and other
cash or easy payments. Bernard
the territory into the hands of aon for some time working on the matter strongkinds
nice
of dressed beeves sold at
it and the terminal
Pos. Opposite Post Office.
08tf
est and honorable men and since in of procuring
light
ordinary
with
$6.65,
fair
$6.30
and his success in getting the
his judgment, and the judgment of the same rights in Carlsbad a short time styles going at $5.50
$6.25. There
public, the gentlemen of the gang asjo was published in the News. The was a good active market for the mod
All the way. Full information regarding rates, etc.,
FOR RENT.
e
erate supply of sows and heifers at
were not able to qualify under such El Paso city council granted the
cheerfully furnished.
steady
prices.
quarantine
fully
In
exthe
gave
an
and
November
last
room.
RENT:
FOR
In
Furnished
conditions, they were left during his
on it a few weeks ago. It is division the receipts were quite libertension
quire 809 North Richardson ave.
term, without a job.
a very valuable concession, as it gives al and included the best cattle seen
16t4
years we have been access to the city in a very desirable here this season. Some very good fedFor twenty-fiv- e
Traffic Manager,
Amarillo, Texas
and is good for 50 years. Had Oklahomas sold up to $6.00 and grass- FOR RENT:
advertising to the world, in season section
house, five
Furnished
;been secured after the 12th inst. it ers went as high as $4.8o, market beit
we
rooms,
season,
18t3
need
512 N. Richardson.
that all
and out of
could not have been granted for a lon- ing good and strong.
to make New Mexico one of the most ger term than 30 years. As the Kan
Of
four thousand hogs estimated FOR RENT:
With or without board
less than 1,000 head
attractive and most prosperous sec sas City, Lawton & Pacific people for arrival today
furnished rooms with modern conve
closing
up
to
yarded
the
been
beget
have
city
in
a
did
not
franchise
this
tions of the United States, is the com
niences. 420 N. Richardson.
12tf
the new law limiting the term of hour. At outside markets there was a
ing among us of men of capital and fore
30 years went into effect, to purchase liberal Monday run continuing to indiA nicely furnished five
courage, who have the public spirit the Bell francnise was the only way cate that the country has plenty of FOR RENT:
room cottage, modern in its appoint
and the nerve to invest their money they could possibly have obtained one hogs, and that July is to be a liberal
month in marketing. All outside pricments and well located. Will include
among us for the development of our good for a longer period.
es were reported 5 to 10 cents lower,
W.
Jenkins, first
horse and buggy if applicant desire.
marvelous natural resources. We have of- theT. company
that has just dis- and while there were not enough hogs
16t5
Address Postoffice ibox 386.
assured them that they could invest posed of its acquisitions to the Law-to- here to test the market the indications
air line people, being authorized favored a weak to 5 cent lower trade,
their money here in many lines of degot in. The bulk of the
velopment that would pay them a by both parties to the deal to talk after supplies
WANTED.
$5.80
to the newspapers, made the following small supply sold at $5.75
hundred or even a thousand per cent, statement
to the News this morning: with tops making $5.85.
One to 100 cars alfalfa
WANTED:
and at the same time win for them
No sheep or lambs were reported
"Yes, we have sold our franchises
hay. Quote us prices. Early Grain
selves as public benefactors, the grat and terminal privileges to tne Kansas at this hour today, and outside mark
100t26
Co., Amarillo, Tex.
The
were moderately supplied.
itude of the people. In response to City, Lawton & Pacific Railway com- ets
pany, represented here by Mr. E. A. eastern trade has become somewhat
genwoman
or
WANTED:
Girl
such invitation Mr. Hagerman, a man Hill. We were sorry
for
anylikely
that
to sell, but in dmoralized, and it is
came among ns our judgment it was the best policy thing like liberal receipts on middle
of ample means,
eral housework. Apply 113 N. Ky.
when tbe Pecos Valley in New Mexi- tor us to do so under the existing cir- days of the week will see prices workave.
17t3
The Classified Ads in the Daily Record are read every
We hope the people of ing toward a lower level.
co was practically an unknown re- cumstances.
day
by thousands who want to buy or sell something.
as
jobbing
a
not
regard
will
it
El
Paso
gion, and has since expended there proposition.
We did not procure the
The
small sum of 2octs. will place your wants before
Capital
Conference.
Labor
and
TO
LOAN.
for the development of the country a franchises and other rights for specuSan Francisco, Cal., July 18. To
them.
purposes,
fully
to
great deal more money than any oth lation
intended
but
bring about peace between the warMONEY TO LOAN.
CARLTON
Would you rent a house? Tell the Record Headers.
probably
twice as build the railroad as proposed, and ring industrial elements of San Fran- & BELL.
er individual
06 tf
properly
were
to
the
prepared
finance
cisco and correct the widespread imyou sell a horse or cow? Tell the Reeoad
much as any other and the people proposition.
Would
pression in the East that it is unsafe
of the territory at large accord him
"But, when these other people came to invest capital in this city are the
Readers.
the credit of having done more than with a similar proposition, having subjects of the national peace conferany other one man to make of that more extensive franchises and rights ence called by the concilliation comway and possibly a better financial mittee of San Francisco.
section the garden spot of New Mex of
backing than we had, we considered
purpose of this meeting will
ico. But now that the old gang has it the best business judgment to sell be"The
to disabuse the minds of capitalists
been restored to power by grace of to them. While El Paso was assured and investors of the country of the
the new railroad anyway, it may idea that San Francisco has been ruin
the President of the United States, of
said to be doubly assured now, ed by industrial warfare and that it
it would carry its animosity toward be
and I feel that I can vouch for Mr. 1b not a safe place to invest in. The
having
son
favored
decent Hill when he says that work will be numerous false reports have worked
the
for
men and decent methods, so far that begun on it within the next 90 days. incalculable damage to the city and
"The minute the shovel is first we are taking this measure to put an
it would punish the father also, and stuck
into the dirt to begin the con- end to them.' This is a statement
drive him from the territory and a struction
of the new road, that minthe conference made by
paper which pretends to stand for the ute El Paso and the ..adjacent towns concerning
President Tracey of the conciliation
A few doses of this remedy will ininterests of New Mexico and the de- along the line will Ibegin to receive committee.
And
velopment of its resources, makes no benefits from the proposition.
Prominent men from all parts of variably cure an ordinary attack of
the work is begun, it will be the country have been invited to come diarrhoea.
effort to disguise the pleasure with when
begun all along the route simultane- and see for theselves the true condiIt can always be depended npon,
which it publishes the story if, in- ously.
even in the more severe attacks of
tions existing here. A branch of the
cramp
colic and cholera morbus.
between
will
line
be
first
built
deed, it did not Invent it.
"The
National Civic Federation will likely
It is equally successful for summer
Paso and Carlsbad, but there will be organized as a result of the conPersonally, we do not believe there El
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
be no cessation in the construction
Numerous prominent men
is a word of truth in the announce work until it is completed through ference.
children, and is the means of saving
representing both capital and labor,
the lives of many children each year.
ment. Having seen the work that Mr. to Kansas City, and then, without will deliver addresses.
In planning
When reduced with water and
Hagerman has done in the Pecos Val doubt, it will be finished on to the the peace congress the conciliation
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
ley, we are convinced that he is made Pacific coast at San Diego giving El committee has had the assistance of
Every man of a family should keep
one of the shortest and most the San Francisco chamber of comthis remedy in bis home. Buy it now.
of sterner stuff. We expect him to Paso
practical transcontinental railways in merce, the California Promotion comLarge Size, 50c.
Price, 25c.
stay here and stand shoulder to shoul existence.
mittee, the Civic league, the Califorrenumerous
local
company
new
nia
club
other
and
is after
der with the Morning Journal in its "The
fight for honesty and decency In the sources to Ibe developed and it is and national organizations.
Wheeler,
Benjamin
Ide
of
best
President
heart
striking
the
the
of
into
government of New Mexico, and then country in
LTnited States for that the University of California, is one of
the
to ride in the Journal's carriage at purpose, the territory to be invaded the leaders in the movement and
Write far Catalogue of
the while in the east secured authority to
the political funeral of the gang, being about half way between
RUBBER STAMPS
which we will have the pleasure of Rock Island and Texas & Pacific lines establish a California state branch of
AND STATIONERY
league.
announcing in the not far distant fu and practically undeveloped. Besides the National Civic
enumany
I
could
features
other
that
EUtH
Srutljpra
ture.
Princess at Garden Fete.
merate, it will open up the cattle inJuly 18. Princess Victor- EL PASO, TEXAS.
But suppose the story should prove terests of the Texas panhandle and London,
Schleswig-Holstei- n
is the patron
to be true, In what sort of an attitude the Pecos Valley country a market la of
will preside at a stall during the
before the public does It put that pa such as they have never had, they and
fete and bazaar to be held on
to ship their cattle north- greatgrounds
per which rejoices over the fact that havingatnow
Stock Men in Kansas City
of Wolvesey palace, Win
enormous expense, where the
an
ward
a gang of men whose presence is a after the new road is built they can chester, today and tomorrow. The af
Kansas City, July 18. Two hundfair is the most notable garden fete red delegates from fifteen cities, repcurse to the territory every day of ship to the Pacific coast.
the season and has attracted the resenting commission firms doing an
their lives, have been able to drive "I am very favorably impressed of
annual business of $800,000,000 were
with tnis man Hill. I never knew social elect of all England, as well as
out a man who has expended a large him
many
prominent Americans now m present whenHhe National Live Stock
came here a few dayj
before
303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
fortune In . the development of the ago to talk heup his railroad proposi this country.
exchange convened here this morning
days.
grand natural resources of New Mex tion but I believe that he is a man
a
for
session of three
One of
o
the principal subjects of discussion
.
ico
and how can we explain away who thoroughly understands his busi
Anniversary or- oauie.
is
packers
ness.
seems
the
attitude
the
to
perfectly
He
in rebe
of
famil
such action when we appeal to other
Richmond, Va., July 18. Survivors gard to the purchase of live stock sub- dian Baptist Missionary association.
iar with the present conditions of
men of capital to cast in their lot with railroading
inspection. Com The meeting will continue four days
and railroad construction, of the old First Virginia regiment met ject to a
us and do just such work in the line the matter of resources, supplies, etc today at Forest Hill park for what mission men are here from Buffalo and plans "will he considered for bring
of development as this man has done? I am sure that he means business and will probably be their last reunion. and Pittsburg on the east St. Paul on ing the redskin to a realization of the
the
that he is going to bring El Paso an- Forty-si- x
Fort Worth on the south true religion of the palefaces.
Is it not probable that they will con- other
years ago today the veter- and north.
good railroad one that will enDenver on the west, representing
front ns with some cgljt questions? able you to go to Carlsbad
rean
youngsters,
ans,
enorons
volume of business.
J.
all of Richmond
in six
125 North Main Street
hours instead of two days and will
5 FOR 800
of this city is president of
their first baptism of fire. At C. Swift,
eventually give yon a transcontinental ceived
presiding
exchange
at
Is
the
and
the
Meeting of Engineers,.
First class dinners 35cts
Une that wil cut the line between Bull Run three days before the great convention.
5 acres of splendid land withMilwaukee, Wis., July 18. The the Mississippi
from 12 to 6. Breakfast
valley and the Pacific first (battle of Manassas the regiment
in one block of Main Street for
American Society of Heating and Ven coast at least 12 hours. He is a man went to the front and in these subseand Supper at all hours
Indian Missionaries Meet.
Guthrie, Ok la., July 18.- Indian ag $800.
tilating Engineers convened in regu of whom El Paso will have cause to quent engagements made an enviable
a la carte.
An investment here will
gets
proud
ever
him
as
a
she
be
if
and missionaries of the territory
lar session here today, with delega citizen.
record. Nearly all of the few survi- ents
12
per
cent
beat
interest.
beaded by the Rev. Robert Hamilton,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
tions present from many parts of the
"The consideration ' of this deal vors are participating in today's ral are gathered today at the Darlington Carlton & Sell.
country.
the plans and the possible location ot. ly.
Indian agency for a session ot the In
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Abstracts
Loans
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post-morte-
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plaintiff, dated March 24th, 1903, recorded March 24th, 1903, In Book
"M" pages 68 to 66 Inclusive, of the
Records of Chaves County, New Mexico, covering the following described

ROSWELL

Trade 'Directory,
Furniture Stores.

Abstracts.

real estate,

Photographers.

CARLTON & BELL.
Moat complete IDILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
line of furniture In Roswell. See us First class photographs,
enlarge- &at abstract books In Pecos Valley.
for Refrigerators.
ments, and views- Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.
.

to-wi- t:

Lot Number two (2) in Block forty-on- e
(41) in South Roswell (and being within "the limits of the town of
Roswell in Chaves county. Territory
of New Mexico), according to the
plat of South Roswell, on file in the
office of the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of said county; said
lot being a portion of the northeast
quarter of the southeast quarter of
eleven (11)
section five (5)
(24)
south of Range twenty-fou- r
tow-ashi-

CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable aad
prompt.
R. L.
4126

Fire Insurance.

Painters & Paper Hangers.
Painter and paper
T. H. MALONE: Office over E. L. COOPER.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let halger. My painting is first class.
caper the right way. Phone
I h
us protect you against loss by fire.
215.
3t26
Architects.
KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
ing nothing but reliable and safe
O. C. Nelson.
fire insurance companies.
J. M. Nelsoa.
Insure Public Service Corporations.
witn us. 303 N. Main St.
J. M. NELSON CO., Architects.
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Roswell, i N. M
Oklahoma Blk.
The best light and power. Phone
Grocery Stores.
131 and 150.
&

Butcher Shops.

WESTERN
GROCERY
CO. The
leading grocery store, nothing but
Piano Tuners.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats the
best.
btaple and fancy groceries.
GOOD
TUNERS, like good pianos,
CASH GROCERY. Prunty & Gordon, are scarce. Try Bernard P03, the
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
Proprietors. Strictly cash.
Our expert piano tuner for both. Oppoing but the best. Quality our groceries are the best.
site P. O., 'phone 85.
motto.
THE

SACRAMENTO

MARKET.

Phone 425.
place to buy your meat.
107 N. Main.

It's the

Grain, Fuel

& Hide

Printing

Dealers.

Cards, posters,
ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let PPRINTING:
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal mercial stationery, booklets,
The place and wood, we buy hides, phone 20. logues. The Daily Record.

com
cata-

p

East.

Said mortgage also covers four
shares of Class "F" forty cent 'monthly installment stock issued by the
plaintiff to said defendant Riley P.
Johnston.
Plaintiff prays for a judgment against said defendant Riley P. Johnston for the sum of four hundred dollars, and the further sum of $6.60 per
being
month for nineteen months,
dues on said four shares of stock, interest and premium, and also for the
fines for the
thereof of
attorneys
$13.50, also 10 per cent
fees and the costs of this suit. That
said judgment be declared a first and
prior lien against said real estate,
and said shares of stock, prior to any
claim of said defendants, as heirs of
said Maggie G. Join ston or othernon-payr--

List your property at lowest possible
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.

claiming by,
wise, and ail person.
through or under, them or either of
them. That in default of the payment
of said judgement and the amount found due on Bald mortgage and the note secured thereby, for "the sale of said real estate, and said four shares of stock,
according to the terms of said mortgage and said note and upon said
sale being made, said defendants and
each of them, and all persons claiming under them, be forever barred
and foreclosed from having any further right or title in or to said real
estate, or any part thereof. Plaintiff
prays for general relief.
Plaintiff's attorneys are, Wm. G.
Haydon, East Las Vegas, New Mexico, and Reid & Hervey, Roswell, New
Mexico.
That the said defendants and each
of them are hereby further notified

THE GILKESON: RosweJl's new
POOL.BOWLING, BILLIARDS.
Ready-to-wehotel, rooms with private bath. All
Apparel.
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ) accommodations
Brunswick
first class.
One
menu Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Block West of Poetoffice.
THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
EL CAPITAN HOTEL.
European
men, women and children. Milplan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One for
linery a specialty.
i
Bottling Works.
block west of depot.

ance in said cause on or before the
22nd day of August, A. D., 1907, judgment Will be rendered in said cause
against them by default.
S. I. ROBERTS,
Clerk.
(SEAL)

STAR MEAT MARKET.
for good corn fed beef and all othCoaL
er meats, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone ROSWELL TRADING CO.
Racket Store.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best.
66.
East Second St., Phone 126.
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
Notions, China, graniteware and
cooking utensils.
Blacksmith Shops.

Hardware Stores.

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires,
Real Estate. , ROSWELL
wheel work,
HARDWARE CO. Whole
horse shoeing,
sale and retail hardware, pipe, CARLTON & BELL. Do the
and tire setting.
pumps, gasoline
engines, fencing,
real estate business in the
you are
T. M. RABBS SHOP.
All kinds of!
the market to
THE
ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
CO
blacksmithing and wood work, II its quality you are looking for. sell, see us.
Rubber tires aad horseshoeing my li can ne round nere. Our tin and EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
enamel ware is not made only to Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell
specialty.
sen, Dut to last as well. 322 N. Main on 5 per cent commission.
plow-work-

Book Store.

W. P. LEWIS

$1.50
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE.
Popular Copyrights, 65c all the time.

Billiard-Poo-

Halls.

l

HARDWARE

CO.

The largest house in the West. Po
lite attention, complete stock and
right prices. We solicit your busi
ness.

irst

and Main.

Hotels.

largest

city. If
buy or

Garst
strictly

GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
tate and Live Stock. Garst Building, Room No. 8.

-

ar

HOTEL:
New
So. GRAND CENTRAL
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
Seed Store.
management.
& DeFreest
Woodruff
by
memory
your
Main St. Refresh
Biggest
equipOnly
best.
hotel
and
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir&
PRODUCE
ROSWELL
THE
ped with sample rooms.
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
by's Best.
garden seed, write for catalogue.
HOTEL SHELBY:
New manage
ment. The leading hotel of the city.
Building and Loan Associations H. KerchevaL Prop.
Shoe Stores.
See R. H. MoCune In Patterson's ROSWELL HOTEL.
We are not on THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
ly giving something good to eat, but exclusive
harness store for loans or !homes onl we
shoe store. Peters and
fan you while you eat.
Stetson shoes our specials.
easy payments.

Jewelry Stores.

Contractors and Builders.

Second Hand Stores.

HARRY MORRISON.
The leadingtens
SECOND HAND STORE.
ana exclusive jeweler.
watches, New and second hand furniture,
100-0- 2
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass
Hills & Dunn,
N. Main.
and band painted China, Sterling Prop. Phone 69.
and plated silverware.
SECOND HAND STORE.
C B. BOELLNER. Roswell'B ibest MAKIN'li
Highest prices paid for second
full
line
glass,
A
hand
Jeweler.
cut
Hand goods. Phone 227.
Department Stores.
painted China, diamonds, etc.
CO. Dry goods, C. FEINBERG
JAFFA, PRAGER
Roswell's new. Jew
Sanatorium
N.
clothing, groceries and ranch sup--l eler. Call and Bee me, at 203
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry. ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
plies.
"We repair watches, all work guaH
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM, Incorporated.
JOYCE-PRXJIGoods, anteed.
Dry
CO.
Vlanager.
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg
est supply house in the SoujthweBt.
Lumber Yards.
Wholesale and Retail.
Surety Companies.
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO
ce-R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
l
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime,
ment, paints, varnish and glass. & Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
Drug Stores.

Contractors
GARRETT & SPARKS.
and Buiders. Painting and paperhanging. P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th.
-

k

T

Oldest
LUMBER CO.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY CO. ROSWELL
in Roswell. See us for
Oldest drug store In RoswelL All lumber yard building
materials and
all kinds of

Tailors.

things

paint.
Tailor made suits.
W. P. WOOD:
North
and pressing, 118
Headquarters 1KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us tor Cleaning
Main St. Phone 409.
varShingles, etc We treat
for drugs, wall paper, paints,
Lumber,
you right. East 4th St.
nisb.

DANIEL

DRUG

CO.

Transfers.

Dye Works.

Life Insurance.

LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Recently estab CAPITAL'
Col., A Western Co., for the
Denver
lished here.
Western people. The largest divi
J. H. AngeU. 'phone 517.
dend payer in the business. See us
before you buy, ao trouble to show
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.

K. C. DYE WORKS:

Cleaning and pressing

Electricians.

BALLARD. The Reliable
Down town phone
224. Residence phone 426.
ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
ROBERT

Transfer man.

Undertakers.

GUNSUL.
Electrical
BERNARD
Mens Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
vate ambulance, prompt service.
'phone
Contractor, 303 N. Mala,
only
E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The
Under
141.' Agent General Electric Co- - All
FURNITURE CO.
ULLERY
the
exclusive Men's Furnishers in
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
kinds of electric work.
Pecos Valley.

g
m specialty. Call Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
your work. Brerythicg first class, or
money refunded.
Horse-shoein-

127

OSTEOPATHS
B.
Or.
C

Hachloson

Dr. Aary B. rtutchlnsoa

Graduate ot the American School of
Oeteopathy, KtsksvlU Ulaaoul.
211 W. 4th St.
Call aaswered it al

Csid

&

Usrvej

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block.

PUone 571

Joplin, Mo., July
years ago tonight occurred Joplin s
most memorable lynching bee, with
the town's famous and fearsome "ibad
man" playing the principal role in the
obsequies. The date is one long to be
rememibered by the older citizens of
"town that Jack built." since it mark
ed the beginning of the end of the
wild and lawless mining camp. With
the passing out of "Bad Joe" Thornton
at the end of a rope a change came
over the frontier village. The four
flushing "gun man" who had bulldoz
ed the people of the incipient city was
left without a leader and immediately
left for the wilder West or retired in
to innocuous desuetude. In the law
less affair of July 18, 1885, the present comparatively peaceful and quiet
zinc metropolis had its beginning.
"Bad Joe"- Thornton came to Joplin
in the summtr of 1884 and establish
ed a thirst quenching resort near the
Kansas line. Prohibition was then
prohibiting in the
state.
and Thornton carried on a brisk iusi
ness in liquors of a kind that were
guaranteed to kill or maim at forty
rods. In addition to maddening mois
Cure, Joseph kept a large stock
of
trouble on hand at all times.
His
place became a hang-ou- t
the
for all
toughs within a hundred miles and
the orgies some of them exceeding
ly bloody that took place under his
auspices were sufficient to shock any
one not wholly lost to a sense of de
-

Sun-Flow- er

cency.
Whenever he tired of the society of
his bad men" friends, which was ve
ry often, Thornton came to Joplin and
proceeded to paint the town red. His
reign while in the city was complete
and no one dared deny his slightest
wish. He was the dictator of Joplin,
and not even the hardiest of the town
officers dared deny his supremacy
none except old "Dad" Sheehan. "Dad
a fearless Irishman, attempted to ar
rest Thornton, and was shot down like
a dog by the "bad man." After a desperate resistance, "Bad Joe" was cap
tured by a mob and hanged. It was
the town's first lynching bee.
'Bad Joe" was the last of his kind
in Joplin. The dangling body was a
warning to all other "bad men" that
their society was no longer wanted,
an! they immediately proceeded to
betake themselves hence.
Old settlers in this city tell many
stories of Thornton's exploits. Ac
cording to their weird tales, the border ruffian of fiction has been under
Like
drawn rather than exaggerated.
most men of his type, "Bad Joe" was

urnishet

that unless they enter their appear

(June

27.

thur.4t.

HOUSE FOR RENT

Steamer Line Across Two Oceans
Ottawa, Ont., July 18. Arrange
ments are being made on a lavish
demonstration
scale for a
in honor of the prime minister, Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, on the occasion of
his return to Ottawa after an extended visit in England. Sir Wilfried is
expected to reach the capital day after tomorrow. The celebration will be
on similar lines to the one extended
the premier on his return from the
non-politic-

previous colonial conference.
According to advices from England,
Sir Wilfried's visit has been highly
successful in promoting Canadian inPowerful influences have
terests.
been brought to bear in favor of pro
jects of the greatest importance to
the future of the dominion. One or
the most ambitious of these is the
All Red steamship line from Great
Britain by way of Canada to Australia and New Zealand, which would
have the effect of diverting much traf
fic from New York and other ports of
the United States to Halifax. The plan
knot
is to inaugurate a twenty-fou- r
service of steamers between Liverpool and Halifax, thus shortening the
Atlantic passage by at least two days.
The distance from Liverpool to Hal
ifax is about 2,500 nautical miles and
could be traversed in four days with
steamers of the kind under consideration. The complete trip from London
to Vancouver could be made in eignt
days, a time that would have been
considered impossible a few years ago
By the Halifax steamer route, passengers and mail could be delivered in
New York a full day before they could
by
reach the American metropolis
steamer direct.
If the plan is put into effect, liners
of a speed of at least twenty knots
will ply between Vancouver and Australia, New Zealand and the Orient.
Japan will be brought within about
eighteen days of England, and the
journey between London and Melbourne will be shortened about eight
days. This will ,be accomplished by
means of fast express trains which
to
will make the trip from Halifax
Vancouver in about four days.
The plan has been greeted with the
greatest enthusiasm by the people of
Canada, as well as tnose of Australia
and New Zealand, and the British
politicians are rapidly awakening to
the fact that such a project, if carriedto
out. would not only add greatly
British commerce, but would cement
the bonds of union with the colonies.

SEE

R.

McCune

H.

In Patterson's Harness Store.
proud of his markmanship
and his
chief joy was to shoot cigars from the
mouths of startled tenderleet and to
perforate their silk hats. To the mirth
ful Joseph all men were but targets.
man running
A hatless frigntened
down the streets of Joplin was a sure
sign that "Bad Joe" was in town and
had been testing his shooting irons.
As an unique character, Thornton has
the edge on all other Joplinites, and
his untimely demise is still mourned
by a few admirers of lurid fiction who
have never had the pleasure of meeting a real "bad man" hi the flesh.
Sacrificed Honor for Love.
Cleveland. O.. July 18. A tragedy
of the kind which has been depicted
in novels but seldom, if ever in real
life, was brought to light here when
pretty Sophie Preschel testified in police court that she sacrificed her honor to get money for her sick lover.
The girl is of good family and has always borne a good reputation. She
has been engaged for some time to
Louis Meeker, who unknowingly became the beneficiary of her shame.
In court he declared his willingne
to marry the erring girl.
o
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms
long time loans, interest payable an
nually with privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agent, 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.

TAKE A

Pure Food Talkfest.
w.rfiir Vn Tnlv 1 S.InsDection of
local slaughter nouses, "nners iu cu
no immis the hleaehine of flour, ad
SPECIALIST.
ulteration of spices, artificial colors in
EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
foods the manufacture or tomato catp.
2
4
sup and the practice of wine frauds
Office Hoars: to 13 a. m. to
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
the stiiMerts discussed at
today's sessions of the Association of
State and National Food and Dairy
Departments.
Prominent chemists
onai-eetants.
and nnra food commissioners
LDND
R.
The defendants to said suit and from various parts of the country took
in the discussions.
each of them, to wit, Riley P. John part
LAWYER
The meeting, which has Deen ine
ston, Walter Johnston, George John- most
Important of Its kind ever held
ston and Nannie Johnston, are here hi the united States
Specialty lUnlng Law
will come 10 r
combeen
has
suit
a
by
notified
that
tomorrow.
close
824
N.
Main.
Navajo Block.
It slips handily into your pocket
menced in the District Court of the
and doubles every vacation
Girl Injured by Pie.
County of Chaves, in the Territory
pleasure.
SouthBy
the
18.
wherein
Mexico,
the
July
Hagerstown, Md.,
of New
- - - $5 to $105
Kodaks
Building
western Savings, Loan and
means of a pie Miss Josephine Eavey,
Kodaks--$- l
CUT Association of Las Vegas, New Mex- a pretty girl of this place, has been Brownies-'m- ost
to 9
POT PLANTS
ico, is plaintiff, and they are the de- disfigured for life. While aiding her You need neither experience nor
FLO WERS
in which mother to make custard .pies, the girl dark-roo- m
fendants. In cause No.
to make good pictures
said suit plaintiff seeks to foreclose fainted and fell face downward in a the KODAK way.
.
a certain mortgage made, executed pie that Mrs. Kavey had Just taken
and delivered by said defendant Ri from the oven. She was terribly burn
Jewelry Go
ley . P. Johnston and his wife, Mag- ed, the contents of the pie covering Roswell Drug
It yeu aave a trade proposition of gie
now
to
chin.
deceased,
to
O.
Johnston
her face from forehead
Ball.
axy kind tea ma. Carlton

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E. Presley
East 2nd Street
Blacksmiths and Wood
Workmen.

Notice for Publication.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Chaves. In the District Court.
Southwestern Savings, loan
AssociaBiulding
and
tion of Las Vegas, New Mexico, Plaintiff.
No. 1140
vs.
Riley P. Johnston, et al, Defend-

PASSING OF JOPUN'S
LAST "BAD MAN."

A

E

WITH YOU

and
At
Alameda Greenhouses

&

ON PUBLIC

UTILITIES
(Continued

the taxpayer, for he must pay the interest thereon t.a well as the cost of
maintenance.
But in the case of the
three public utilities iiere considered,
it has been thoroughly demonstrated
that the interest and fixed charges
are paid by users or consumers and
that in no instance has the taxpayer
been called upon to make up any deficiency, except possibly temporarily
and then he has Ibeen repaid at a later
time.
"But this is not all. It has been definitely shown not only that the debt
is not a burden upon the taxpayer,
but that the taxpayer gets financial
benefit from municipal operation, and
therefore from the time the very debt
which is claimed to be a burden upon
him. It is not evidence, but It is suggestive, that the local rates (tax rates)
were lower for every group of towns
when there was municipal operation
of gas, electricity or trams than where
-

from Page One.)
a number of devic
es and perfected several new processes, works under an agreement with
ine municipality, whereby all royal
ties irom nis inventions and discoveries belong to him personally, except
when used by the Leicester undertaking, which has the privilege of adopting his inventions! and discoveries
without paying the royalty he would
ordinarily receive. As a result of the
adoption of this or a similar policy, companies were operating.
a number of inventions have been Review of Mr. Edgar and Mr. Clark.
British Gas Service.
made by the engineers of municipal
Mr. Edgar and Mr. Clark open their
plants fully as many as by those in
comments on the British gas situation
private undertakings.
by pointing out that the private com
Electricity Supply.
panies supply gas at lower prices than
The electric lighting plants inves do the municipalities.
Thus, the rela
tigated by the Civic Federation Com tively small cities of Newcastle and
mission were the municipal ones at Sheffield get cheaper gas from private
Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and companies" than do the larger cities
the Borough of St. Pancras, London, of Manchester, Birmingham or Glasand those operated by the Newcastle gow. The difference In cost per ton
faupply Co., the Newcastle District of coal does not explain this difference
Company and the four London com- in the selling price of gas. according
panies: the City f London, Westmin- to the reviewers, who find that the
ister, St. James and Central. Charg- greater efficiency In management and
es by the municipal plants were more in energy in selling the
economical, according to Mr. Maltbie, has much to do with the lower prices.
the cities charging .52!d. per unit less The service given iby the cities, altho
than charged by the private compan- is is pointed out tnat the Investigation
ies. As to efficiency of service, there of the candle power of the light supwas no difference between the muni plied was incomplete in the municipal
cipal and the company undertakings, plants because of the declination of
as regards the promptness with which the authorities to permit the experts
current was turned on and complaints to make full examination.
attended to, the convenience of the
"The whole question
the quality
location of offices, the testing of met- of the product of the of
municipalities
ers, the restoration of paving after is in aouDt, say the reviewers.
"Tne
streets were opened, the care given members of the
the
to street work generally
although experts who are Commission and
familiar with gas and
there were more complaints upon this pnotometry see no
escape
from the con
score against companies than municipalities, the construction of exten- elusion that the above municipalities
sions, and the extent to which the en- are unwilling to have the actual qualtire area of supply was served and ap ity of their service determined by inpliances carried in stock for sale or dependent and competent authorities,
rent.
and that the gas supplied by private
The character and equipment of the companies is much superior in candle
plants investigated is discussed. Mr. power to that supplied by municipalMaltbie summarizes the result of this ities.
branch of the examination, saying it "The apparent indifference to illumappears that one of the company sta- inating
value on the part of the munitions is more modern and efficient
is the more
remarkable
than any one maintained by a munici- cipalities
pality: but it is also true that two of when we consider the relatively small
cost
additional
an
of
added
candle
the companies are more backward and power.
Their failure to make the best
have more antiquated equipment than reasonably
possible gas for their conany municipality.
Upon the whole,
is consistent with their failure
the municipal undertakings seem to sumers
to
give
their consumers the facilities
be as modern as those belonging to
attention that are afforded by the
the companies, but not so well located and
companies. We are not discussing
or arranged, and ptfhaps not quite as questions
of candle power versus price
efficient.
It is no part of our duty to determine
General Comment by Mr. Maltbie.
whether a company or municipality is
In concluding his review of the re wise to lower the illuminating value
ports of the experts Mr. Maltbie says: of its product,
that It may sell at a
The opponents of municipal activi lower price."
ty have frequently tried to scare the
Financial.
British voter and to prejudice him
Considering the general gas service
against the operation of public utilities by local authorities by citing the from a financial standpoint and with
large increase in total indebtedness a view also to the character of ser
within the last fifty years, as com vice given and the maintenance of
pared with the decrease of the nation- plants, Mr. Edgar and Mr. Clark de
al debt. They have pointed out that clare in favor of the private compan
the local debt has more than trebled ies. They find that apparently the ci
years from 1875 to tizens of municipalities operating gas
n the twenty-fiv- e
concerned
900, and that the amount of
local plants are not seriously
debt per lb 100 of ratable value of pro with the operation; do not regard the
perty has doubled in the same period, operation of the gas plant as a matter
while the national debt has decreased of general interest, and do not take
that interest in it which is advanced
almost 19 per cent.
"Over 40 per cent, of the local debt as one of the arguments in favor of
s for water, gas and electricity works municipal ownership and operation.
ramways, markets, harbor improve The lack of interest in municipal
ments, wharves, cemeteries,
ibaths, plants indicates a general Indifference
workingmen's dwellings etc. In every on the part of the public to a condione of these cases the debt is repre tion that they tolerate because they
sented by physical asset. Besides, know not how to remedy.
"On a superficial view," continue
there are parks, street improvements.
bridges the reviewers, "the fact thai municichool "uouses, almshouses,
which pal undertakings contribute some of
and many other investments
are now being used for public purpos- their earnings to the city treasury,
es and by which the present citizens and thus aid in reducing the tax rate,
are being benefited. What does the seems an advantage gained by that
national debt represent? To a cer- method of operation.
Leaving aside
tain extent, public works of present the question of injustice involved by
use and value, but principally war ex a system of relieving the taxpayer
penditures or expenditures to guar at the expense of the gas consumer,
antee success in case of war.
municipal
let us examine, in the
"Further, debt for productive under plants investigated, what would have
takings, such as gas works, electrici- been the effect if the companies' pricty supply and tramways has a quite es had prevailed.
"Glasgow cannot enter into this com
different character from debt for
schools, parks, prisons, etc. The lat- parison, because that city has been
ter do not produce a financial return, for many years, prohibited by Act of
however, necessary and valuable they Parliament from applying any of the
may be. They may be even more im- profits from its gas undertaking to the
portant than electricity works, but common good. London is omitted bethe mere fact that they are not
places them in a distinct cause of its widely different condi-- (
Continued on Page Four.)
class. Their debt is a burden upon
who has invented

g

The Princess Theatre
Roswell Popular Amusement Place

Come and See

The French Celored Film
The Charmer

4 Other Big Hits
Fine Baratone Singer

3 Song Hits
ALWAYS SOMETHING DOING
8 p. m. and 9 p. m.

Adults ioc

Children 5c

7

See Our
Mouldingrs, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Aeh, Hickory,

Redwood, Fir, Cypres",
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plftte,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.
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ed Inquire L. B. Boellner, jeweler.

Boellner,

cheaper.
N.

R--

the

Jeweler,

Colorado and Arizona. Our exclusive
price 15c. Ingersoll's Book Store, tf

Office.

has

It
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Heath arrived today from

a,

Kan Ban.

John H. Lartabee, wife and daughter, of Joplin, Mo., came in on last
night's train to look over the country.
Miss Gene Seay came in this morning from the south, from Denton,
Texas. She will visit with Mrs. J. E.
Rhea.

Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale

Miss Flora Denning, who has been
visiting with Edna and Eunice Blake-leleft this morning for her home
Kye tested free at L. B. Boellner,
Elida.
at
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
The remains of J. O. Applequist
Ed Weidman, of Dexter, came up were sent
out on the morning train
this morning to spend the day.
to Waco, Texas. They were accompaW. E. Llndstrom has accepted a po- nied by his sister.
sition la the Kipling Candy Store.
Gold watch and silk fob with
LOST:
o
Swastika charm. Oner's name in.George Prager, of Trinidad,' Colo.,
side of watch. Suitable reward for
came In last night from the north.
18tf
return.
M. W. Evans and J. A. Edwards
Mrs. W. C. Miller, accompanied by
came up from Lake Arthur today.
her two children, left this morning
If you want to buy a nice little for Elida, to visit her sister, Mrs.
home in Boswell, see Miss Nell R. Hutchinson.
Moore, rear American National Bank.
Miss Turner arrived this morning
18t4
from Dayton, and will be here some
Ice cream 10c and cake 5c at the time visiting with the family of E.
social this evening on the court house F. Cooper.
lawn.
It
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hodges came
up
from Artesia this morning to be
If you are looking for a birthday
present, L. B. Boellner, the Jeweler in the city for the next week. They
are staying at Chas. Brown's.
has It.

at the Record
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of typhoid fever. Burial will be made in some form whereby the ruler can
exercise his powers only with the consent and approval of a resident Japanese governor general. The ministers
At night time there is considerable now In Seoul are determined to place
doing on Main street, giving Roswell the. Korean government upon a firm
quite a metropolitan air. There are basis and free the court from inthe two theatres, the Majestic and the trigues and selfish plots.
Princess in full blast, and the AuditoAt Peace With America.
rium Skating Rink, all attracting
New York, July 18. Foreign Minlarge crowds, so that there is consid- ister Hayashi, of Japan, replying to
erable bustle until quite late at night. a cable request of the World for an
assurance of peace and good will towA call has been issued by a number
this country, cables: "It is cheerard
of newspaper men in the Pecos Val- fully and universally believed that
ley for a meeting of newspaper men the reported cruise of the U. S. fleet
to be held in this city on the day pri- to the Pacific, if contemplated at all,
or to the reception to Governor Cur- implies no indication of a disquieting
ry, for the purpose of organizing the nature in the
relations between JaPecos Valley Press Association. The pan and the. United States. While this
exact date will be announced later.
nation has unshaken confidence in the
policy of justice and peace which has
Guy Herbert yesterday afternoon characterized the American
governreceived a telegram frtim his wife at ment, all sensational reports appearEl Paso telling of the death of her ing in a small section of the press
father, which occurred yesterday. As have absolutely no reflection in the
the funeral will take place today at minds of the public, who are thorough
twc o'clock, Mr. Herbert will be un- ly convinced of the pacific character
able to reach El Paso in time to at- of the situation."
tend It, but will leave on the auto today for El Paso. The name of the deceased was J. S. Williams.
Young married man, first
class special column double
entry wholesale, retail and
manufacturing accountant, is
open for a position to begin
Aug. 1st,, paying $125.00 per
month. Gilt edge references.
Address "Accountant," care
Record, Roswell, N. M.

this afternoon at the South Side cemLatestmaps of New Mexico, Texas, etery, the Rev. C. C. Hill officiating.
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ON PUBLIC

UTILITIES
(Continued
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from Page Three.)

"In the year covered .by this investigation, if, in the city of Brimingham,
the Newcastle price of gas had prevailed, the consumers would
have
been lb2G2,600 better off; if the Sheffield price had prevailed, the Birming
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The $5,000,000 Razor
MILLION

A
men have Daid" $5 each for the- fiil.
Iette in the last 30 months, a record which proves it the
greatest razor in the world.
Triple
d
Holder and 12 double-edge- d
wafer steel blades (24 shaving edges), each blade good
for an average of more than 20 velvet shaves on any face,
no matter now tough the beard or tender the skin.
You can shave yourself in from 2 to 5 minutes with
the Gillette, at a cost of less than 2 cents a week.
Use it 30 days and if you "are not perfectly satisfied
your money will be refunded without question
-

Silver-plateham gas consumers would have saved
lb 350,900.
The amount paid by the
Birmingham gas undertaking into the
common good was lb63,813.
So it
seems that this city is playing a losing game with its municipal plant;
it is mulcting its gas consumers from
lb250,000 to lb350,000 a year in order
that it may help out the municipal
Triple
d
Set with 12 Blades, $5. Standard Combinatreasury with a paltry lb 70,000.
tion Set with Shaving Brush and Soap in Triple
d
Holders
"In the case of Manchester, if the
$7.50. Extra Blades, 10 for 50c.
Newcastle price 'had prevailed, the gas
consumers would have saved lb 47,500
at Sheffield's price they would have
saved lb 111,300. The amount contributed to the city treasury by the gas
business was lb 60,000.
"In the case of Leicester, at Newcastle's price, the consumers would
have saved lb 65,200, while Sheffield's
price had been obtained they would
have saved lb90,500. The amount con of the voluminous record of this Com- endeavoring to persuade us
the sole
tributed by the gas business to the mission's work will fail to conclude responsibility
for these stumbling
proves
municipal own- blocks rests upon our public service
that it clearly
common good was lb43.466.
ership to be productive of many and system, to be remedied only by a
Electric Lighting.
serious ills, with little or no compen- change of system. This we deny. We
The examination of the
electric sating good.
are patiently studying the ways of jus
Chas. E. Stewart, of Amarillo, who
R. L Halley came up from Carls
Richmond Day at Exposition.
lighting systems of Great Britain, both
"The writers of these chapters, tice; municipalizes advocate experibad yesterday and spent the day in has been spending some time at dif
Norfolk, Va., July 18. Ten thouswe believe with the other menting, at enormous cost, with pubferent points in the valley, left on PLACARDS POSTED CALLING FOR and citizens of the capital of the Old municipal and private, shows, accord- agreeing
the city.
members of the Committee of Twenty-o- lic funds, with the principles of libTHE DEATH OF ALL JAPANthe morning train for his home,
Dominion are assisting in the celebra- ing to Mr. Edgar and Mr. Clark, that ne,
that public service companies erty and with the
of our
ESE OFFICIALS IN SEOUL.
tion of Richmond day at the James- municipalities in England, though said should reasonably be regulated and country. In this weinstitutions
n
FOR RENT:
Five room house, nice
stoutly refuse to
morning
and
exposition
town
this
protection
afforded
part.
comes
the
to be much better governed than are
that
take
We are conservatives in
408 N.
ly furnished Reasonable.
Mrs. E. Biswell, who has been at
thousands more are expected before
with regulation, and appreciating that believing that it is better to adhere
Kentucky ave.
.It Hagerman for some time visiting her
night. A special train brought a those of the United States, are by no the Committee was not appointed or to old and tried methods
based on our
brother, M. E. Harshey,
left this
large delegation of city officials and means as well adapted for commercial constituted to consider methods of reg accepted national principles;
but radl
legislators, headed by Mayor McCar- operation of an electric lighting plant ulation, nevertheless desire to record cals in the determination to discover
S. W. Holder, R. J. Bosel and A. G. morning for her home at Nevada, Mo.
having
appropriation
special
thy,
a
Shelby, from Lake Arthur, are in
their opinion, that some form of regu- and to sternly rebuke and rectify any
been voted by the Richmond city coun as are private companies controlled lation of private companies should be injustice which may have been develRoswell today.
Mr. and Mrs. Byars and the Misses EMPEROR WILL ABDICATE cil to cover the expenses.
Inade- by men of average honesty and abili- adopted in each of the United States. oped by the present system.
As it
Lucille and Maud Phillips, who have
quate transportation facilities prevent ty whose training
id initiative are What that form should be this Com- has always been the function and duS. P. Denning was reported quite .been here for several days looking
ed hundreds of Richmond people from given fully scope. "It appears," they mission is not prepared, by any inves- ty of government to insure that indiattending the trip, the roads supply- add, "that so far as
sick at his home last night, but Is over the country, left on the morning
or any study it has made, to viduals shall deal justly with their t'el
the prices charg- tigation
ing cars only for those who had pursuggest.
lows, it is now the function and-dutmuch better today.
train for their home at Pureell, I. T
are
ed
system
concerned
the
muniof
chased tickets in advance.
"Finally, we who stand in opposition of government to protect the governed
day
principal
of
the
exercises
cipal
The
ownership and operation of elec- to municipal ownership, speaking, we against injustice on the part of these
Tou need not go any farther than Mr. J. A. Savage, of Denver, Colo So Says a Dispatch from Tokio. The were held at tne Richmond building,
for all individualists, arraign associations of individuals working
New Emperor Will Be Under the the Virginia capital having (been one tric undertakings in England has giv- believe,
L. B. Boellner, the jeweler, to have rado, who spent yesterday in the city,
en its advocates no reason for feeling the arrogance of many of its advo- - under the name of nnhlio servi
building
a
to
your watch repaired.
erect
Thumb
Japanese
cities
the
few
of
Governor
the
cates
of
assuming
they exclusive-- porations.
in
Any government that is
was the guest last night at dinner of
a ashamed or elated, but that so far as .ly occupy the field that
reform in deal-- ; too feeble or corrupt to control with
General. Japan at Peace With the of its own at the exposition. It is
of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Stover. He will
ver extending the benefits of electric, light ling with the problems concerned, and; justice the conduct of a public
broad
great
with
edifice,
white
service
C. L. Higday, of Malaga, came In leave today for El Paso on the auto.
United States, Says Hayashi.
.
andas, and in its architectural style and power and so far as progressive- - jthat they are the sole promoters of corporation, has little prospect of be- last night from the north with a par
suggests the plantation home of the
measures
improvement
of
ing
economic
to
able
supply
Itself
public
such
ty of prospectors.
South. Short addresses were made ness in developing the industry so as iin municipal affairs. We assert that service with efficiency and justice.
Mrs. C. F. Hill and two .daughters,
to give the best possible service are the opponents of municipal ownership Our duty is to elect to office men
McCarMayor
Swanson,
by
Governor
Mary and Millia, who have been visit
who
thy and President Tucker.
concerned, It has shown itself to be and operation, firm and consistent supjnave the intelligence and integrity to
Lucy Marshal, of Carlsbad, spent ing at Dayton and other points in the
g
govern
just-linefficiently, honestly and
entirely outclassed by the system of porters of justice, are the class seek- yesterday in Roswell.
valley, have been called home to
Seoul, Korea, via. Tokio, July 18.
At the Elks' Reunion.
the
nublic welfare intelligently 'y; mfra wno can and will curb the
private
operation."
o
Indian Territory, by the death Placards were posted today calling
Philadelphia. Pa.. July 18. The cli General Comment by Mr. Edgar
and in accordance with American prin j unjust aggressiveness of the individu- A beautiful home for sale, 1202 N.
and ciples.
daughter there.
On this point we do not yield al, or of the voluntary association of
for the death of all Japanese officials max of the reunion of Elks was reach
Ky. Price 93.000, easy terms. Tele- of another
Mr. Clark.
to any body of men. We seek, as a individuals and who can and will com10,000
in
more
Seoul.
The
strongly
are
than
when
today,
ministers
ed
09 tf
phone 534. 200 S. Lea.
Messrs. Edgar and Clark in closing first principle, to insure to every man pel each to bear its share of the burMrs. S. P. Denning and little son, guarded and every precaution
has members marched along Broad street their review summarize their opinions his own. In doing so, and in endeav- dens of government, and give i I price,
Prult, returned last night from
oring to protect the public against op- service or otherwise a proper considbeen taken to prevent riots and at In annual parade, and nearly all Phil as follows:
F. S. Crossen left this morning for
Texas, where they spent the
position and error, we find it our duty eration for special privileges enjoyed.
Amarillo to go to work on the Morrow-- last two weeks visiting with Mrs. tacks upon officials. The emperor is adelphia took a holiday to see the
"The efforts of the National Civic to demonstrate
the errors in the Our nation is what she is industrially
reported to Ibe too much worried to spectacle. About one hundred lodges Federation have
Thomas
building.
resulted in a Com- schemes of municipalizers and Social- and commercially and in world poliDennings daughter, Mrs. Charlie Tho take food or sleep, but this report is from cities and towns from the Atlan
mission of Americans, whose first in- ists and to warn against the oppres tics because of the American characmas, who also returned with them to considered to
be one of his usual ma tic to the Pacific participated in the terest in this investigation, as in all sion that they tnreaten. We are re ter, developed by the most absoluteTom M. Davenport and family left Roswell for a visit.
:sisting efforts to put
on the individualism, and because of the Amneuvers to enlist the sympathy of his parade.
else, i3 to do what they may to pre- Ibacks of the Americanburdens
this morning for Clovls, where they
people. We erican corporation, developed under a
people.
serve and continue the American idea cannot and will not remain silent government that governed but did not
bave decided to locate.
Mrs. L. A. Done died this morning
and American institutions, believina while the attempt i3 made to thrust trade. Our duty is to conserve the.
The audience of Marquis Ito. with HEAD END COLLISION
at six o'clock, southwest of Roswell.
AUTOMOBILES.
OF
that
the high state of civilization and costly and impracticable projects up- human agencies that have miide our
A. R. Teeple came np from Hager-ma- n The cause of death was tuberculosis. the emperor of Korea, which was ex
18. In a head end of prosperity in America justify the on customers
July
York,
of public service cor country what it is the adventurous
New
pected
place
to
a
take
this
afternoon.
this morning to be here for
The body will be shipped Friday morAmerican idea and the American me- - porations and upon the public at large individual and voluntary association
with
filled
two
automobiles
collision
short time on business.
ning to the old home at Manhattan, has been postponed. It is likely the merrymakers from Coney Island met tnoa, and place the burden of oroof We know the truth- - will out. We are but not to let them be our masters.
of faith of the
Kansas, accompanied by her hus- Marquis will proceed to the palace early today on the dimly lighted heavily upon those who would say confident that ultimately the Ameri- This is the confession
the
another idea and another method can people must appreciate at their
tomorrow in company with Viscount
The Western Grocery Company has band, who was with her at the last.
-would result in improvement in the value the unsoundness of the arguHayashi, the Japanese foreign min- ocean parkway. As a result Thos. F. condition
just Installed a handsome new coffee
ments of the municipal socialists. We
of the people.
Donovan of New York is dead, and
year
Is
expected
who
to
'here
ister,
Babb,
arrive
the
fourteen
Minnie
Miss
Believing this to be the thoueht shall aid in hastening the day when
mill, the Cole's Electric Mill.
N.
J.,
Morristown,
Ropes,
Chapan
of
evening.
and intent of the membership of the our fellow citizens will know through
Pak Yong Ho, who was
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William this
inCommission and of the Committee discussion what the public of London
and upon his re- and an unidentified man fatally
A two room house, Babb, died yesterday afternoon at the recently pardoned
FOR RENT:
upon
to it, we still believe that have been taught by bitter experience
impaled
subordinate
was
jured.
the
Donovan
minHill,
appointed
Japan
was
turn
on
from
paperthe
North
family
residence
close in, newly painted and
there are ills in the American body London has awakened to the perils
Donoown
machine.
spokes
of
his
Imperial
HILLS & DUNN
ister of the
Household, has
politic that may be remedied or cured of municipalization as is evidenced by
reported that the emperor emphatic- van's machine carried no lights and We believe that the remedy should be its verdict in the recent borough and
Proprietors of
ally protests his ignorance regarding was running at a rate of about sixty applied and the cure effected without county elections. In that great city
any
felunnecessary
Ropes
Hand Store.
municipalizers
Second
Roswell
have led their
departure from the the
the despatch of a deputation to The miles an hour when it struck
idea and the American sys low citizens astray, and their dupes,
s American
Both
miles.
40
running
machine,
Hague and says that his abdication
tem. We believe that the framework finding it out, have administered to
DEALERS IN
were reduced to scrap iron.
would only tend to confirm his relaupon which may be built purity of ad- their false guides an overwhelming
tion thereto. For this reason he will
ministration and the highest possible rebuke.
Estray Notice.
ooa or tne citizens is in existence
"We individualists are not seeking
not abdicate. The emperor, Pak Yong
Furniture, Stoves and House FurSanitary
By
Cattle
the
of
order
with us, and that it is not necessary to lead the people m strange paths: nishing Goods, Will give to each cusHo says, will prove obdurate In reBoard of New Mexico, and in accord- in the effort to cure the Ills from our aim is to keep them in the paths tomer who shall purchase $3.00 worth
sisting dethronement.
ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws which the body politic may be suffer- they have heretofore trod; paths well of goods, or more, a nice
Souvenir
The cabinet ministers, including the of New
peo
Mexico, I will sell at public ing, to destroy that body. We submit known, along which the American prosPresent, useful to every bousewiie.
newly appointed household minister,
that, living in a land where Deace and pie have marched to heights of
bidder, unless prosperity
to
highest
the
auction
not
are the common lot, we perity and civic development
have resigned. It Is reported that the sooner claimed by the owner, one
must be very cautious of change. This known heretofore to the civilized
emperor-- was very angry at the minisbald face horse, 14 hands high, does not mean that where abuses are world. Along these paths have been 100-10- 2
ters on account of their having ad- brown,
N. Main.
Phone
found to exist they should not be stumbling iblocks. Our opponents are
eight or nine years old. branded T promptly
vised his abdication. He said that he
mercilessly
and
eradicated,
but it does mean that changes in sysoccupied the throne by right of inher- over .bar on left thigh.
We have two good residence lots io Artesia,
Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office tem should be undertaken only after
ancestors
from
itance
his
that
and
on
street, at 3 p. m., August 17, conclusive proof that such changes
in the best district for sale. These lots, nos.,
his subjects had no authority to ad- 1907.Main
will result in bettering the condition
L. J. RICHARDS,
of the
ten and twelve, of block twenty-eigh- t,
vise his dethronement, much less with
of the individual. We had better bear
5.
No.
Dist.
Insepctor
(m
the relatively few Ills we have than
Artesia Improvement Company's Addition to
the support of foreigners. Marquis Ito,
subject ourselves to unknown condi
Estray Notice.
in compliance with the emperor's urthe town of Artesia, will be sold at a bargain.
tions that may bring in their train
gent desire to see him, even for a By order of the Cattle Sanitary greater
ills of which we do not know.
short time, proceeded to the palace Board of New Mexico, and In accordOur investigation has determined
many heretofore mootwith
Compiled
certainty
Laws
ance
223,
with Sec
this afternoon. .
questions. It Indicates the probabof New Mexico, I will Bell at- public ed
Emperor Will Abdicate.
ly correct answers to other mooted
Tokio, July 18. As a result of ur- auction to the highest bidder, unless questions. Where the facts
are clear
gent representations by the ministers sooner claimed by the owner;" one bay. and the conclusion evident our task
it is very probable that the emperor bald face horse, about, 14 or 15 has been to summarize and
Where there Is remaining uncertainty
of Korea will abdicate In favor of hands high, eleven or twelve years as
to facts, and conclusions are not
thigh,
counter
on
step
old.
Branded
left
AP
the Crown Prince as the first
evident, we have made an effort to detoward reform in Korea. This will branded, and branded Y on left jaw. termine the probabilities. This has re
Sale in front of R. T. Bell's office su ed in arguments based on suca
most likely be followed by the calling
as our Investigators hare recordwhich, while on Main street, at 3 p. m., August facts
of a new convention,
ed, and on oar own experience as opL. J. RICHARDS.
keeping Korea's national existence 17, 1907.
erators and observers.
14)
Inspector Dist. No. 5.
Intact will limit the sovereign power (m
"We believe 'no Intelligent' reader
.
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